
Summary of the Monster Meeting enquiry held at Dunolly
Saturday 21st April 2018

Host – Goldfields Historical & Arts Society (Dunolly Museum).

Apologies – Castlemaine Historical Society
Maree Edwards, MP Bendigo West
Steven Avery, Executive Director, Heritage Victoria

Witnesses – David Petrusma, Chewton
Glenn Braybrook, Chewton

The main reason for the enquiry was to determine the location of the Monster Meeting site on
15th December 1851. This could not be done without questioning the verdict  of the Heritage
Council Registrations Committee of 17th May 2017.

The Heritage Council determined that the Monster Meeting was held on the piece of ground
described in diagram 2368 (allotments 49-55, 55A & 145F section E & parts of allotments 145E
& 146A of section E). The witnesses Petrusma & Braybrook felt that part of Golden Point Rd
and some allotments  on  the  east  side  of  Golden  Point  Rd should  be  added  to  the  Monster
Meeting site as that was where the drays were that the speakers stood on, surrounded by most of
the crowd.

Petrusma also pointed out that Heritage Victoria had wrongly discredited evidence that showed
the drays to have been on or east of Golden Point Rd. These were the Tulloch and Great Meeting
sketches. He pointed out that the Heritage Council determined the location without obtaining a
surveyor’s report of the historical evidence. He was disappointed at not being able to question
Heritage Victoria’s chief witness, Tim Smith. He felt Heritage Victoria chose a nearby place that
was largely undisturbed. This was to fulfil a requirement needed for World Heritage status.

Of a rather concerning nature Petrusma tabled an extract from Hansard in which the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Ms D’Ambrosio said, ‘that the recently acquired site
of the Monster Meeting site be included in the Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage Park’.
This was on 7th June 2017 a month before the Heritage Council released their decision.

Without taking away from the significance of the Monster Meeting of 15th December 1851 it
should not be referred to as the first meeting of miners against the Government. There had been
meetings  of  miners  on  9th December  1851  at  Bendigo,  Geelong,  Ballarat  and  Forest  Creek
(Chewton) and earlier  at  Buninyong.  The Heritage Council  referred to the meeting at  Forest
Creek as ‘preparatory’, yet there were 3,000 present, a committee elected and resolutions passed.
This was bigger than Eureka Stockade yet they call it ‘preparatory’.



Location

Site of Monster Meeting according to the Heritage Council 



Plan 2368 overlaid on GoogleEarth – Heritage Victoria

Approximate locations as claimed by witnesses



Great Meeting Sketch

The artist of this sketch is unknown. Written on the sketch is “The Great Meeting”. This is what
the  meeting  was  originally  called  and  the  name  used  to  describe  this  sketch.  The  Heritage
Council rejected this sketch as done after the event. The outline of the hills in the background
match that of a photo taken on Golden Point Rd. If the sketch was made later from memory then
this hill line would not match. Rejecting this sketch was a poor decision of the Heritage Council
made not on fact but to suit their own agenda..

The Great Meeting sketch - NLA



The Great Meeting sketch with modern comparison – Glenn Braybrook



Tulloch sketch

This sketch is credited to David Tulloch. It is not the original sketch but an engraving done from
the original sketch. The Heritage Council stated this sketch is not reliable as the sketch was done
later  from memory.  Both  Petrusma and Braybrook  argued that  there  are  too  many accurate
details in this sketch for it not to have been done on site. These points are: -

- The shepherd’s hut was known to be a single room with slab walls, bark roof and
stone chimney. These are all present in the sketch.

- Bark has been removed from trees, likely for the roof of the shepherd’s hut
- The cart is on the high ground.
- There are flags flying.
- There are men climbing trees.
- The length and direction of the shadows, although not all consistent, generally match

what would be expected at Chewton on 15th December between 2.00 and 4.00 pm.
This is unlikely to be correct if the sketch was done later from memory.

Petrusma also challanged the report by Tim Smith of Heritage Victoria that claimed the creek is
in the foreground of the sketch. This was used as evidence to show the sketch was looking north
placing the meeting on the land recently purchased by Heritage Victoria. Petrusma maintained
that there is a rectangular miner’s hole in the foreground of the sketch but this could not possibly

David Tulloch sketch - SLV



be described as a creek. After Petrusma’s comments the Heritage Council withdrew this sketch
as evidence.

The Tulloch sketch places the meeting to the east or east north east of the shepherd’s hut. Not to
the north of the hut as claimed by the Heritage Council. However, both witnesses accepted that
some of the crowd would have stood on the land recently purchased by Heritage Victoria.

Petrusma also suggested that an acheaological dig be carried out on the site of the shepherd’s hut
to confirm both the location of the hut and the orientation of the hut.

Both the Tulloch and Great Meeting sketches show the dray at about the same location. This
would be an amazing coincidence if the sketches were done later from memory.

Tulloch sketch overlaid on a modern photo – David Petrusma

The meeting is on the high ground on or east of Golden Point Rd.
The land purchased by Heritage Victoria is on the extreme left of this image.



Summary

The enquiry agrees that the Monster Meeting site is of cultural heritage significance.

The Tulloch and Great Meeting sketches must have been drawn on site and could not have been
drawn later from memory.

Heritage Victoria not only disregarded pictorial evidence that showed the meeting was on or east
of Golden Point Rd but failed to produce evidence that showed the meeting was on the land they
purchased.

Both sketches show that the epicentre of the meeting (the dray), was on the high ground either on
or to the east of the Golden Point Rd. This ground should be included in the Monster Meeting
site either physically or in signage at the site.
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